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An excellent history of the rise and fall of the Assyrian Empire, one of the most powerful and
devastating Empire's of the ancient world.Contents include:CHAPTER I. THE RISE OF
ASSHURCHAPTER II. THE FIRST OR OLD EMPIRE - TIGLATH-PILESER ICHAPTER III.THE
SONS OF CANAAN: THEIR MIGRATIONS - THE PHOENICIANSCHAPTER IV.THE SONS OF
CANAAN: THEIR RELIGION - SACRIFICE AS AN INSTITUTION - HUMAN
SACRIFICESCHAPTER V.THE NEIGHBORS OF ASSHUR - REVIVAL OF THE
EMPIRECHAPTER VI.SHALMANESER II - ASSHUR AND ISRAELAPPENDIX TO CHAPTER
VI.THE STELE OF MESHA, THE MOABITECHAPTER VII.THE SECOND EMPIRE - SIEGE OF
SAMARIACHAPTER VIII.THE PRIDE OF ASSHUR - SARGONCHAPTER IX.THE
SARGONIDES - SENNACHERIB (SIN-AKI-IRIB)CHAPTER X.THE SARGONIDES:
ESARHADDON (ASSHUR-AKIH-IDDIN)CHAPTER XI.THE GATHERING OF THE STORM -
THE LAST COMER AMONG THE GREAT RACESCHAPTER XII.THE DECLINE OF ASSHUR -
ASSHURBANIPAL (ASSHUR-BANI-HABAL)CHAPTER XIII.THE FALL OF ASSHUR

About the AuthorSara Drogin taught high-school history for eighteen years at The Wheeler
School in Providence, Rhode Island and has also taught Western civilization at Rhode Island
College. She has a B.A. in history from Wellesley College and an M.A.T. from Simmons. She
lives with her husband in Barrington, Rhode Island.
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The Assyrians: The History of the Most Prominent Empire of the Ancient Near East A History of
the Babylonians and Assyrians



R. R., “Assyrian Empire. I was concerned about ordering this book because of the reviews.After
reading the chapter I was most interested in, and seeing the off-word usage, I looked up the
author.Russian was her first language, and she was self-taught, and she had to piece together
bits and pieces from many different sources and some of those contradict each other, and she
did this in the 1800s without all our modern conveniences, so all things considered I think she
did a good job.If you don’t get this information from her, you’ll have to get it from bits and pieces
just like she did.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A solid, balanced book.. Author is extremely knowledgable and presents
facts in a clear manner. He has studied his topic all his life and he does not present speculations
as facts. I feel there is nothing in his field that he does not know. He does a splendid job of
presenting his information, even when his primary sources are in cuneiform. The book is a bit dry
due to the lack of conspiracy theories, UFOs, aliens, but anyone interested in a solid, balanced
treatment of the Assyrians need look no further.”

JC de Uriarte, “Entretaining educational read. Extraordinary book, even for laymen curious
about this great civilization!”

Dane Allen, “Another one bites the dust.. The Rise and Fall of the Assyrian Empire, is the
cornucopia of Mesopotamia history. Zenaide Ragozin gives a clear and precise description, of
the Great Assyrian Empire. He follows an almost day to day time line of religion, politics and
social order. From its humble beginning to its tragic end. As in all empires they became to large
to manage, and fell into ruin.( It is easier to conquer than to occupy) Of all the books I have
reviewed, I believe this is the best. (put this one on your summer reading list.)...D”

James Weiss, “Five Stars. There should be more works like this”

DrMarcelo_oliveira, “Muito bom!!!. Ampla pesquisa e com boa evolução temporal dos fatos!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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